
WE HELP COMPANIES GROW



WE ARE A SOFTWARE HOUSE AND
 CREATIVE AGENCY FROM POLAND

We also have been providing businesses with internet
domains, hosting services on fast servers and SSL

certificates. 

Currently we are one of the biggest domain registrars
in Poland.

For around 17 years Dotinum has been building various  
WEBSITES APPLICATIONSand .
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e-commerce development
product configurators in e-commerce stores
cloud infrastructure design and management
Progressive Web Apps
Android and iOS mobile apps
UX driven design
search engine optimization

WE FOCUS ON



Buying infrastructure that will handle millions of visitors is simple if you have an unlimited
budget. The challenge is to buy or rent infrastructure that will be easily scalable when needs
grow. Should you go for cloud solutions or for a dedicated infrastructure? Which one will
deliver better results and offer lower costs for your business? We would be happy to share
our experience and help you find the best solution.

No more working with packaged software with hundreds of features, when you use only few of
them and the one you really need is missing. We can create any software or web application that
will help you reach your business goals.

MAKE YOUR WEBSITE MOBILE

We hope you are looking not only for a reliable software house but also for a professional
support provider. You can count on us whenever you need a quick support reaction or just a
piece of advice. 

If you are not reaching, engaging and monetizing customers on mobile devices, you are
likely losing them to someone else. In many industries more and more traffic comes from
mobile devices. We can make your existing website look great on smaller screens or create
a dedicated - app for your product.

WHAT WE DO?
DELIVER CUSTOM SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT SERVER INFRASTRUCTURE

WEBSITE AND WEB APPLICATION SUPPORT



TECHNOLOGIES WE USE
The newest PHP provides both great flexibility and efficiency for many
major websites and web applications. It can also handle big, multiserver
applications with heavy traffic. We work on different frameworks, but
most often with Laravel.

JAVASCRIPT

We have good knowledge of JavaScript, which is necessary to build
fast responding and easy to use web applications. In our work we use
Angular, AngularJS, NodeJS, jQuery and others.

PWA are complex web applications that can successfully replace native
and hybrid apps. PWA applications are designed by using HTML, CSS, JS.
They will work on all systems (both iOS and Android).

PHP

PROGRESSIVE WEB APPS



Every project that we work on involves the use of various tools that help us
collaborate with you when creating, testing and delivering software. This includes
software versioning and revision control tools, automated testing tools, staging
and production environment management tools as well as project management
software.

In our everyday work we mostly use MySQL. Looking for alternatives? No problem. 
We are also experienced in Percona, Oracle, MSSQL, MongoDB, Elasticsearch and
SphinxSearch.

DATABASES

VERSION, TEST AND DEPLOY

LINUX

We also have been providing businesses with internet domains, hosting services
on fast servers and SSL certificates. 

TOOLS WE USE



RoweryStylowe

TESTIMONIALS
MEDtube
“Throughout our long-term cooperation with Dotinum we have developed good
communication standards and most importantly, we have built trust. Even in the face of
difficult and conflict moments, Dotinum is a partner whose actions are guided by common
sense and who strives for compromise. We recommend Dotinum as a reliable IT services
provider and an honest business partner." 

CHECK OUT WHAT  

“We have been working with Dotinum for over 5 years. During this time our business has
grown to a completely different level, which allowed us to leave the competition behind.
Dotinum stands out from the competition thanks to the speed of service, good
communication and individual approach during every single task. I strongly recommend."

Misiga
"I commissioned Dotinum to build a website that allows ordering wall murals, images, wall
stickers and other products based on the size and design chosen by the customer. The results
were great, to say the least. Their ideas ahead of my thoughts, full professionalism,
promptness – rare qualities in IT companies. It's really worth it."

Wojciech Dolkowski, CEO

Maciej Myszko, CEO

Artur Krysiak, CEO

OUR CLIENTS ARE
SAYING ABOUT US



PORTFOLIO
Click on image inside the laptop or on website adress to take a better look at our work.



Our biggest project so far. Domain registration service, accredited registrar of .pl and .eu domains, largest offer
of country-code domains in Poland. Integrates many external services and APIs to allow our customers to
register and manage their domains instantly, 24/7. Used by thousands of customers, mostly from Poland.
Many advanced tools for professional domainers and large portfolio holders.

Domeny.tv
www.domeny.tv/en

and Domeny.tv App

Domeny.tv is available in two language versions: Polish and English.

https://www.domeny.tv/


Responer is a system create to ease communication with clients. We hope it will help you with everyday
customer service the same way it helped us. Providing high quality customer service, itegrating your existing
mailbox or redirect messages to the e-mail address that has been created for you.

Responer
www.responer.com/en

Responer is available in two language versions: Polish and English.

https://responer.com/en


PlasticExpress.pl is another online store prepared and implemented on our proprietary platform. An online
store offers the possibility of individual designing plexiglass cut elements. The interactive configurator is a
unique element.

PlasticExpress.pl
www.plasticexpress.pl

PlasticExpress.pl is available in three language versions: Polish, French and German.

https://plasticexpress.pl/
https://plasticexpress.pl/


Dobrazima is an online store offering a wide range of winter equipment and accessories. This project belongs
to RoweryStylowe.pl - one of the largest bicycle stores in Poland, which has leading Dutch brands in their offer.
Dedicated store software allows our client to manage all products and orders in one place, regardless of which
sales channel they come from. Built-in integration with the warehouse store system and partner wholesalers
ensures always the current store offer.

DobraZima
www.dobrazima.pl

https://www.dobrazima.pl/
https://www.dobrazima.pl/
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Rowerystylowe.pl
www.rowerystylowe.pl

RoweryStylowe.pl is a popular bike shop in Poland, that specializes in new Dutch bicycles, parts and
accessories. Dedicated internet store software allows to display detailed product descriptions, to check
product availability real-time from warehouses of a few different suppliers in the Netherlands. It also enables
to easily deploy clone stores on separate domains, dedicated to one type of bike or one manufacturer. The
store allows payment using various methods, integrates shipping using diverse courier and mail companies.

https://www.rowerystylowe.pl/
https://www.rowerystylowe.pl/
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MEDtube is an online video-centric education and communication platform for healthcare professionals
worldwide. Built using Kohana framework, first version released in 2010, with many advanced features.
Regularly maintained, 24/7 support. Uses multiserver cloud infrastructure, designed and serviced by us. Mobile
apps for Android and iOS allow users to access MEDtube library anytime at their convenience.

MEDtube

www.medtube.pl

and MEDtube mobile App

MEDtube is available in five language versions: Polish, English, French, German and Spanish.

https://medtube.pl/
https://medtube.pl/


Moon Cosmetics
www.mooncosmetics.co.uk/en

Large online store with Polish cosmetics operating in the UK market. Tailored project prepared for a customer
who used only eBay as a store platform before. Fully responsive web design, including purchase process.

Moon Cosmetics is available in two language versions: Polish and English.

https://www.mooncosmetics.co.uk/pl
https://www.mooncosmetics.co.uk/pl


Stół plus krzesła
www.stolpluskrzesla.pl

Online store with wooden tables and chairs. Dozens of options to choose from. On top of that, we created a 3D
configurator. Thanks to that, customers can create their ideal piece of furniture. Clients  can choose the size,
the colors, and the shapes, both for all the elements of said furniture. 

https://stolpluskrzesla.pl/
https://stolpluskrzesla.pl/
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